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Dependence of supercooled liquid dynamics on elevation in the energy landscape

T. Keyes*
Chemistry Department, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

~Received 5 October 1998!

Quenches of the Lennard-Jones unit density,N5256 supercooled liquid are analyzed to show that the
activation energy for diffusion,Ea , increases as the energy of the associated local minimum on the potential
energy landscape,Um , decreases. Super-ArrheniusT dependence of the self-diffusion constantD, character-
istic of fragile liquids, is thus a consequence of the descent of the system, with decreasingT, from a plateau of
Um values at the top of the landscape. Departure from the top occurs at a random temperatureTs but intro-
duction of Ea(Um) allows a systematic analysis ofD(T). A single quench exhibits several features of the
experimental glass transition. Fast cooling in prior work has isolated the supercooled ‘‘top’’ state only. The
difference between strong and fragile liquids, and the fate of the quenches, is discussed in terms of the
landscape and itsN dependence.@S1063-651X~99!09503-3#

PACS number~s!: 64.60.Ht, 64.70.Pf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most striking feature of supercooled liquid
the increase in relaxation timest by a factor of;1014 be-
tween room temperature and the glass transitionTg . The
form of t(T) provides@1# the basis of the classification o
liquids into ‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘fragile.’’ Strong liquids exhibit
ArrheniusT-dependence all the way down toTg . In fragile
liquids an Arrhenius upperT-range may be identified, bu
‘super-Arrhenius’ behavior, with activation energyEa(T) in-
creasing with decreasingT, sets in below someT.Tg .

The many proposed explanations@1# of theT-dependence
have not led to a definitive theory. An appealing approac
@2# to connectt(T) to the potential energy ‘‘landscape,’’ th
topology of the potential energy surface as a function of
the atomic or molecular positions. Landscape theories h
been held back by a lack of quantitative topological inform
tion. Recently, however, Sciortinoet al. @3# have obtained
Um(T), the depth of the local minimum to which the liqui
will ‘‘drain,’’ in simulations of fragile supercooled orthoter
phenol. Sastry, Debenedetti, and Stillinger~SDS! calculate
@4# botht(T) andUm(T) for a fragile supercooled Lennard
Jones~LJ! liquid mixture. They found Arrheniust(T) and
constantUm at higher T, and super-Arrhenius coincidin
with a decrease inUm(T) at lowerT. That is, Arrhenius and
super-Arrhenius are signatures of a plateau region at the
of the landscape, and of lower-lying minima, respectively

Mixtures and molecular liquids are favored in simulati
of supercooled states for resistance to crystallization. No
theless ther51.00, N5256 supercooled pure LJ liquid
which we have@5,6,7# extensively studied, rarely crysta
lizes; it should be an extremely fragile liquid. In the follow
ing we report new results on this system, in the spirit of SD
Although most experiments are carried out at constant p
sure, evidence exists@4,8# that the significantT-dependence
may be observed at constant density. Reduced LJ units
be used throughout;r5(N/V)s3, s is the collision diam-
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eter,N the number of particles,V the volume,T is in units of
the well depth«, the time unit istLJ5(ms2/«)1/2, m is the
mass, andU denotes potential energy/particle,«/N.

We probe the supercooled liquid through quench
~meaning cooling, not energy minimization! in which an
equilibratedT55.00 system is first cooled below the meltin
temperature,Tm;1.8, N5256, in one MD step. After an
equilibration period and a data gathering run the system
taken in one step to the next supercooledT, equilibrated, etc.
An ensemble of quenches is generated from differenT
55.00 configurations. Single-quench averages are den
@ #(T). Invariably the potential energy@U#(T) is a near-
linear function, denoted@Ut#(T), until a pointTs at which it
drops sharply. Different quenches have differentTs . The
upper-T behavior corresponds to an approximately const
Um

t on a high plateau of minimum energies at the top of
landscape@9#, with the dominantT-dependence arising from
harmonic vibrations within the wells. The drop atTs reflects
a descent ofUm from the top along theslopeleading to the
bottomof the landscape@9#. Sufficiently belowTs excellent
linear behavior of the low-T form @Ub#(T) resumes for a
system trapped in a well near the bottom with energyUm

b .
We refer to top, bottom, and slope states of the finite-T sys-
tem via the associatedUm . Crystallization is also possible
but occurred in only 3 out of 50 quenches in Ref.@5# ~6%!
and not at all in the studies to be reported below.

All @Ut#(T) are identical but the@Ub#(T) vary, with
@Ub#(T50) falling in a range between, and well separat
from, the crystal energy and the extrapolated@Ut#(T50).
The upper-Um

b bottom states possess@5# pair distribution
functions g(r ) typical of an amorphous solid, while thos
with the lowestUm

b show some polycrystalline characte
Note that much can be deduced aboutUm from @U#(T) with-
out costly minimizations.

In our prior work @5–7# we used rapid cooling
(;1022«/tLJ) to obtain T-dependent dynamic and stat
properties of a reproducible supercooled state down toT
50.33. Full averages,̂&(T), were constructed by including
all quenches withT.Ts . The resultinĝ U&(T) was approxi-
mately linear inT and is now identified aŝUt&(T), the top
3207 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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3208 PRE 59T. KEYES
state potential energy. The self-diffusion constant,Dt(T),
has weakT-dependence, being well described~Fig. 1! by an
Arrhenius function~we actually fit the velocity correlation
time tv5D/T! with Ea;1.3, or by a power law over muc
of the supercooled range. Because of the variation ofTs it is
impossible to assign it a physical significance, so we did
investigate theT;Ts region. In this Article we show tha
such an investigation is possible and fruitful. In agreem
with SDS, we find super-ArrheniusT-dependence asUm
falls down the slope from the top and we demonstrate
correlation betweenUm andEa .

Our results suggest a new perspective on supercoo
Conventionally one selects a system and cooling rate
avoid crystallization. However, like the mixture, pure LJ,N
5256, is unlikely to crystallize. The important difference
that the mixture@4# falls off the top reproducibly, while the
pure LJ system does not. Rapid quenches@5–7# circumvent
this problem by trapping pure LJ in the top supercooled st

II. DYNAMICS ON THE SLOPE IN QUENCHES
OF PURE LJ

To study the dynamics of pure LJ on the slope we ha
performed slower quenches of cooling rate 3.0831024, in
the range studied by SDS. TheN5256, T55.00 system is
cooled toT51.10 and equilibrated for 2.5~1.25! tLJ , data
are gathered for 62.5~31.25! tLJ , T is decreased byDT
50.02 ~0.01!, etc. The quench terminates atT50.70, by
which point the system has undergone its sharp drop
@U#(T) and no further information about the liquid is ava
able. At each T we obtain @U# and the mean-square
displacement@r 2(t)# out to 6.25tLJ , yielding D; @U#(T) for
six quenches ~different T55.00 configurations!, and
^U&(T) for the crystal, are shown in Fig. 2. Roughly, 1
>Ts>0.85, while our faster quenches had@5# 0.90>Ts
>0.40.

Calculation of a physically meaningful averagedD(T),
including contributions from quenches withT,Ts , is prob-
lematic, sinceD(T) drops dramatically as the system d
scends the slope. At the sameT different quenches are in th
top, slope, and bottom states, with wildly differentD. Figure
3 shows@r 2(t)# for nine T in a quench withTs;0.98; the

FIG. 1. Arrhenius plot for the velocity correlation time,tv
5(D/T), in the top state of supercooled LJ, 20.0.T.0.50.
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change upon passing throughTs is evident. This is why we
previously confined our studies to the top states. How, th
are we to organize our seemingly chaotic data? It devel
that this can be done with the assumption that the activa
energy is a function of the minimum energy,Ea(Um).

Fits to @Ub#(T)5Um
b 1TCV

b yield Um
b and the heat capac

ity ~potential energy only! CV
b . From 11 quenches we find

27.85>Um
b >28.05 ~crystal is 28.22! and 1.39>CV

b

>1.25, ^CV
b&51.30. Most Um

b cluster around two values
;27.9 and;28.0. These probably represent distinct stat
some scatter is doubtless introduced by the fits. There
slight curvature in@Ut#(T), corresponding to a small upwar
drift of the plateau, so a linear fit depends somewhat on
T-range fitted. We choose 1.50>T>1.00 and obtainUm

t 5

27.57, CV
t 51.39. We thus have, for every quench but t

single anomaly withCV
b51.39, CV

t .CV
b , and ^CV

t &.^CV
b&,

in agreement with experiment@1# if reaching the bottom is
identified with the glass transition. Furthermore, passage
the slope will contribute a hump inCV just aboveTg , also
observed@1# in some experiments.

A schematicN5256 LJ landscape is shown in Fig. 4
with energies in units of theT50 crystal energyUxtl . Bar-

FIG. 2. Potential energy@U#(T) vs T for representative
quenches; lower line is crystal.

FIG. 3. Mean square displacement@r 2(t)# vs t for nine T in a
single quench. Top to bottom,T decreases fromT51.06 by DT
50.02. Note the sharp decrease in slope atTs;0.98.
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PRE 59 3209DEPENDENCE OF SUPERCOOLED LIQUID DYNAMICS . . .
riers are exaggerated;103 but the relative increase of av
erage height~;33, vide infra! from top to bottom, and the
increase in fluctuations at constant average height@7# along
the top are correctly indicated. A few remarks about lan
scape cartoons are in order. Minimum energies areO(N) and
barrier energies areO(1), sobarriers will vanish asN→` if
expressed in a unit ofO(N), e.g.,Uxtl . Even atN5256 the
true barriers are then too small for a useful illustration, he
the 103. Amorphous minimum spacings, comparable to b
rier energies, are alsoO(1). With one-dimensional ‘‘reac-
tion coordinates’’ the relevant kinetic energy for barri
crossing is just 1/2«, again on theO(1) scale of minimum
spacings and barrier heights.

When the system is plainly in a top or bottom state,Um

5Um
t,b . To obtainUm in intermediate cases without min

mizing, we suggest that the position ofUm betweenUm
t and

Um
b is the same as that of@U#(T) relative to @Ut#(T) and

@Ub#(T),

~Um2Um
b !/~Um

t 2Um
b !5„@U#~T!2@Ub#~T!…/„@Ut#~T!

2@Ub#~T!…, ~1!

where@Ut,b#(T) are the linear fits. Minimizing is of cours
preferable but the interpolation, Eq.~1!, is reasonable and
computationally trivial. Figure 5 shows energiesUm(T) from
11 quenches. The height of the plateau as seen from
bottom,Um

t 2Um
b , is in the range~0.25–0.45!«. The slope is

roughly 27.60.Um.27.85, with some lower-lying points
for quenches going to the deepest parts of the bottom. S
states are not generated in a particularly efficient fashion,
a reasonable database may be easily accumulated.

Activation energies are calculated from the relation

Ea~T!52T ln@tv /tv~T5`!#; ~2!

recall thattv5D/T and that it varies inversely to viscosity
In fact @6# tv does reach a constant value of 0.038 asT
→`. Figure 1 shows, however, that the Arrhenius plot is n

FIG. 4. Schematic landscape forN5256. Barrier heights are
exaggerated;103.
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linear at highT. Extrapolation of the 1.50.T.1.00 range to
(1/T)50 yields tv;0.05, and we choosetv(T5`)
50.050. Equation~2! then yields Ea;1.3 for 1.50.T
.1.00 in the top state, consistent with the Arrhenius plot
similar method was used by SDS.

We now seek a relation betweenEa and Um . For each
quench we take all the points in the transition region and
or two on the top closest toTs . It is important to verify that
the former are indeed liquid states, and we carefully mon
both @r 2(t)# and g(r ). These indicators do not show th
slightest hint of solidification, and slope states of quenc
going to purely amorphous or polycrystalline bottom sta
are indistinguishable. The two quenches with the broad
transitions exhibit a smooth variation ofD over two bottom
points, and we keep these as well. Figure 6 is our princ
result, the dependence ofEa upon Um . Ea is a systematic
function of Um , rising from 1.3 on the top to.4 as the
bottom is reached. Through the functionEa(Um) our ‘‘scat-
tershot’’ data, with uncontrolledTs , are fit into a unified
framework. Figure 6 supports the contention of SDS t
super-Arrhenius behavior occurs on the slope of the la
scape.

FIG. 5. Minimum energiesUm from Eq. ~1! vs T for 11
quenches; horizontal line is crystal.

FIG. 6. Activation energyEa as a function of minimum energy
Um for representative points taken from 11 quenches.
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3210 PRE 59T. KEYES
It is not surprising that some scatter remains in the poi
Our D, and Ea , surely have some uncertainty, particular
for Ea.3. If Ea is scaled byl at fixedT, D is multiplied by
@exp(2Ea /T)#l21. Starting with values ofD andEa51.3 in
the top state, to concludeEa54.0 we must measureD
;1.031023 (;5.031024) at T51.00~0.85!. More averag-
ing is necessary for confidence in results forD of that mag-
nitude.

III. N DEPENDENCE

The landscape exhibits@3,10# importantN-dependence, so
it is of interest to consider the role of system size in the f
of our quenches, especially given the perhaps surprising
ity of crystallization for N5256. Indeed crystallization is
common atN532; of 20 quenches, otherwise identical
those reported in Sec. II, 7 crystallized~35%!. Furthermore,
in the quenches which go to amorphous minima, the dist
drops in@U#(T) are absent. Stillinger and Weber~SW! have
@10# mapped out the values ofUm visited by N532 andN
5108 systems interacting with a potential closely related
the LJ potential, but which vanishes identically at a cut-
radius. Their results may explain ourN-dependent quench
behavior.

SW Figs. 2 and 3 forN532 show a tight band ofUm ,
with a deepest noncrystal minimum slightly separated at@11#
Um /Uxtl50.895 ~Uxtl526.000, SW potential!. A detailed
landscape is provided@11# by Huer, with a gently sloping
top, two bottom states, and a rather sparse slope. In con
SW Figs. 7 and 8 forN5108 show the band, shifted to lowe
energy, plus a striking halo of much deeper amorph
minima, ranging down toUm /Uxtl;0.97 ~for our deepest
amorphous minimum in LJ,N5256, Um /Uxtl;8.00/8.22
50.97!. The lowest halo states are bottom states, separ
from the band by a relative large gap. We suggest that
remaining halo minima are slope states. Thus, the prim
differences betweenN532 and N5108 are ~a! the top-
bottom separation is larger atN5108, and~b! There are
more slope and bottom states atN5108.

Suppose similarN dependence of the landscape holds
LJ. The greater gap between top and bottom for largeN
~halo states! explains the presence and absence, respectiv
of sharp drops in@U#(T) for N5256 andN532. The trend
in frequency of crystallization would follow if more an
deeper non-xtl minima effectively complete with crystalliz
tion. At the risk of being extremely speculative, perhaps
existence of a spectrum of bottom states is the cause o
randomness ofTs , N5256.
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IV. DISCUSSION

It is possible to study super-ArrheniusT-dependence and
glass formation in pure LJ, given a method to deal with t
variation ofTs from quench to quench. Each quench exhib
many properties of a supercooled fragile liquid. Our resu
support the idea@4# that the depth of the local minimum t
which a finite-T system will drain determines the activatio
energy. Indeed, to rationally organize data from quenc
with differentTs , we require D;exp@2Ea(Um)/T#. Theoreti-
cally, D(Um ,T) should be determined by an average ov
barriers connected to minima atUm , ^exp(2Ebar/T)&(Um),
and we conclude that the barrier heights increase with
creasingUm . The average may involve@5,7# a broad distri-
bution ofEbar, with the lowest barriers dominating at lowT.

The behavior oft(T) in fragile liquids follows@4,9# from
the presence of a high-T plateau ofUm plus accessible state
on the slope and bottom of the landscape. What, then,
plains the behavior of strong liquids? Another system up
which we have performed hundreds of quenches is C2
which, if not an obvious strong liquid, should be strong
than LJ. We haveneverobserved a drop in@U# correspond-
ing to descending the slope, and Arrhenius behavior alw
holds. Perhaps, as Angell suggests@9#, the minima on the
slope are simply too sparse to contribute in strong liquids
perhaps the extra time needed to organize the orientati
degrees of freedom makes them kinetically unavailable
the former case, we observe that strong liquids are in so
ways similar to fragile liquids at smallN. Further direct in-
vestigation of the landscape is essential.

Supercooling, at least at rates available in simulatio
allows more than avoidance of crystallization; the syst
may be trapped on the top of the landscape. In superco
top LJD(T) has@5# a weakT-dependence~Fig. 1! but other
significant T-dependence may be identified. We have@5,7#
analyzed the change in the instantaneous normal m
~INM ! imaginary frequency density of states, concluding@7#
that ^Ebar& remains constant but the fluctuations inEbar be-
come large asT decreases~Fig. 4!. This picture is supported
@12# by our application of the soft potential model to liquid
The prior theories and simulations must now be underst
to hold at constantUm . We will expand them to includeUm
dependence in the future. Such dependence should be
cluded in any comprehensive theory of supercooled dyn
ics.
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